


WELCOME TO
 

CHALLAMBI CHAROLAIS 
2ND ANNUAL 

PRODUCTIONS PLUS BULL & 
FEMALE SALE

Welcome to our 2024 Challambi Charolais Bull and Female Sale.
As well as the range of outstanding bulls we have on offer, this year we are proud 

to be including females from the full ‘22 Spring drop. 

Although we started the stud in 2011, we have been involved in breeding Charolais 
cattle since 2002, and have been continuously breeding Charolais ever since.  We 

have invested heavily in our genetics and have been regularly introducing new 
genetics into our herd.  This investment continues to be our highest priority in order 

to achieve the desired outcomes of our breeding program.

Our cattle are progeny sired by our own bulls, bred with a commercial focus.  Our 
strong focus on EBVs ensures that the cattle produced hit the specs for grading 

MSA proving that adding a Challambi bull to your program will give your herd a 
commercial edge.

The bulls we have put together in this sale are a great representation of our herd 
and we believe they are amongst the best bulls we have produced to date.  These bulls 
will thrive in all conditions, and will perform to a high standard whether for cross 

breeding or in purebred herds.

The heifers we are offering for the first time in the sale this year offer an 
outstanding opportunity to stud or commercial buyers.  The heifers present in grass 
fed condition, which helps when calving time comes.  The pedigrees on these heifers 

include some exciting genetics that will also make great dams into the future. 

We welcome you all to our on farm open day on Saturday 13th April or please 
contact Nigel on 0427 828 804 to arrange a convenient time. If you have any 

questions feel free to give us a call.

Thank you
Nigel Spink and Celeste Oliver

Breeding profitable and affordable Charolais!







AUCTIONSPLUS 
ONLINE ONLY 
SALE

All Simultaneous Auctions (meaning all lots are available at one 
time) conclude via a timer system.

Once the timer is visible at the top of the auction it controls the 
auction finishing - dependent on bidding activity. The timer will 
count down towards zero, from the nominated time (eg 60 
seconds), and if no bids are placed, the auction will close.

every time a bid is placed, on any lot in that auction, the timer will 
restart and begin to count down again, The auction closes 
together, meaning all lots remain available until the sale finishes.

If you are bidding in a sale and holding a lot, it will remain green 
and then turn red if you are outbid. once outbid, you have the time 
left shown on the timer to decide if you will place another bid 
before the auction could close.

An example of bidding is shown below

The image on the left shows a user who is holding lot 001

In the image on the right, the user has been outbid, and now has the 
opportunity to bid again.

any questions regarding auctionsplus please feel free to contact 
one of our agents



"Our business produces store weaners and heavy steers from a 
crossbred herd run on improved perennial pastures in southern 
NSW. British bred females are joined to a Charolais sire – all 
progeny are sold. Pregnant heifers are purchased as replacement 
breeders.

Bulls are selected on strict criteria. Bulls must be homozygous 
polled, quiet, highly fertile, sound of structure, moderate 
maturing but heavily muscled.

They must have a full BREEDPLAN description. Selected EBVs
in priority order are Calving Ease Direct, Rib and Rump Fat and 
Eye Muscle Area – all in the top 20% of the breed. Other 
described traits must be higher than breed average.

We try to develop a good working relationship with an honest
and reputable bull breeder.

We have found all of the above at Challambi Charolais."

BRIAN & BRIDGIT CUMMING
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THE CHALLAMBI 
ADVANTAGE

Animal Health
All of the sale bulls have been vaccinated to suit a range of different climatic conditions; Tick Fever, 3 Day, 
Botulism, Vibrio & 7in1. All sale bulls have passed a semen test, carried out by Chris Sounders, Precision Breeding 
Services.

Added Growth
All of the bulls in this year's sale draft are indeed above average for both 200 & 400 Day growth! The 
Challambi sale bulls average +16.3 for 200D & +32.2 for 400D, with the breed averaging +11 for 200D & +23 
400D. This is a Challambi Advantage, Added Growth!

Added Carcass
alongside the stud herd, Challambi run a productive straight charolais commercial operation as well, with the 
main focus of producing cattle that can finish on grass for the Greenhams Never Ever Program. 
 
Using Challambi bred bulls, these resulting commercial calves are expected to meet a strict specification in 
order to grade well, fat cover & muscle is a crucial component, the challambi sale bulls average +1.1 & +1.4 for 
their RIB & RUMP EBVs, with the breed averaging +0.4 & +0.4. Challambi Sale bulls averaged +2 for EMA, 
whilst the breed average is +1.5! 
 

100% Polled
Here at Challambi we're 100% committed to producing polled bulls for our clients. Any bulls that present 
horns are culled. Our industry with continued efforts towards creating greater animal husbandry awareness 
means horns have no place in our industry!

Transport
Here at Challambi Charolais we're not only committed to providing a quality bull for our client, but also 
quality service! This is why we're offering free freight to Pakenham, Dubbo & Southern QLD. Conditions apply 
so be sure to give us or one of our agents a call prior to the sale to be eligible for the free freight options!



Inspections
WE WELCOME ANY INSPECTIONS PRIOR TO THE SALE BY PRIVATE APPOINTMENT, HOWEVER 
PLEASE NOTE WE'RE HOLDING AN OPEN DAY ON THE 13TH APRIL, 2024, WHERE ALL BULLS WILL 
BE PENNED FOR YOUR INSPECTION. WE TAKE GREAT PRIDE IN THE TEMPERAMENT OF OUR 
BULLS, HOWEVER WE CANNOT TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR SAFETY WHEN YOU ENTER 
THE BULL PENS.

SALE 
INFORMATION

Online Only
OUR 2ND ANNUAL PRODUCTION PLUS SALE WILL BE HELD ONLINE ONLY VIA THE 
AUCTIONSPLUS SIMULTANEOUS PLATFORM, PLEASE REFER TO THE EXPLANATION OUTLINED IN 
THE CATALOGUE OR CONTACT A MEMBER OF QPL LIVESTOCK FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

Breeding Guarentee
ALL OF OUR BULLS & FEMALES ARE GUARANTEED BREEDERS. EVERY BULL IN THE SALE HAS PASSED 
A SEMEN TEST CARRIED OUT BY CHRIS SOUNDERS. FERTILITY IS SOMETHING THAT WE HOLD 
WITH GREAT IMPORTANCE, OUR FEMALES MUST GET IN CALF AND HAVE A CALF ANNUALLY. 
SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY ISSUES WITH YOUR BULL, A CLAIM MUST BE MADE ACCOMPANIED BY 
A VETERINARY CERTIFICATE, WITHIN 10 MONTHS OF SALE DATE

DNA Testing
ALL BULLS & HEIFERS IN THE SALE ARE SIRE VERIFIED AND POLL TESTED. A NUMBER OF BULLS AND 
HIEFERS IN THE SALE ARE PRESENTED HOMOZYGOUS POLLED, THEIR RESULTING PROGENY WILL 
THEREFORE PRODUCE POLLED CALVES OVER HORNED COWS.

Outside Agents
OUTSIDE AGENTS ARE WELCOME! A GENEROUS REBATE OF 4% WILL BE PAID TO ALL AGENTS 
THAT SUCCESSFULLY PURCHASE ON BEHALF OF THEIR CLIENT. TO SUCCESSFULLY CLAIM THE 
REBATE, THE BUYER MUST BE INTRODUCED IN WRITING TO A MEMBER OF QPL LIVESTOCK 
BEFORE THE AUCTION COMMENCES. PAYMENT STRICTLY 7 DAYS!





TRI-N CAPTAIN 
MORGAN 340A (P) (R/F) 

Something different for the records! Tri-N Captain 
Morgan is a unique charolais bull, homozygous 
polled & homozygous red! 

With curve bending ebvs for growth and carcass, 
this international star will be leading the 
foundations for our dark red program. 

We have progeny on the ground from the mating 
of our Canadian owned female, Tri-N Prairie Rose, 
with more expected this spring. Early signs show 
that they're small at birth with great growth. 

The benefit of using red bulls is that you will receive 
black calves when crossed over black commercial 
females. 

Keep an eye out for Captain Morgan sons in next 
years sale!



SIRE OF THE FUTURE



REFERENCE SIRES

SCX Jehu is the Highest priced Charolais bull to be ever 
sold at auction in Canada for $Can245,000. We secured 
a package of straws with three other Australian studs and 
we now have 34 progenies. Our oldest are now yearlings. 
Jehu is performing better than we could have asked for 
adding shape and performance into his progeny. The two 
Jehu sons in this sale are the youngest bulls and they’re 
outstanding.

SCX JEHU 233E (PP)

A bull that has left outstanding progeny in leading 
Charolais herds including Palgrove and Mt William. We 
secured a package of straws and have been using them 
selectively over the last few years. Hannibal has produced 
our highest selling bull for $24,000 and he has sired 2 
two sons in this sale. This bull is a breed leader for all 
carcase traits top1% EMA, rib fat, rump fat and IMF.

Palgrove Hannibal (AI)(ET)(P)(R/F)

PRO-Char Diamondback is a Homo Polled red bull which 
has left us with some exceptional dark red progeny for 
this sale. Diamondback produces progeny with very short 
gestation and low birthweight, a calving ease specialist! 
We have two bulls and three heifers on offer
in this sale. We are offering more red lots this year as we 
think they are well on the way to creating their own 
particular place in the market.

Pro-Char Diamondback 113H (P)(R/F)



REFERENCE SIRES
HRJ Crowd Favourite 515C (P)

Crowd Favourite is a Canadian bull that was imported by 
Palgrove and Elite. We purchased 4 embryos from Elite and 
have three progeny in the sale, two bulls and one heifer. He 
has added a heap of muscle and shape on a moderate BW.

Charnelle Panama (AI)(P)(TW)
This bull is an outstanding walking sire at Challambi. He 
is leaving progeny that are very consistent with loads of 
growth. Panama has outstanding feet and legs and is 
passing this on to his progeny. Top 10% for gestation 
length, 400 day, 600 day, mature cow weight, scrotal 
size, rib fat and rump fat.

A red factor bull we managed to get some straws in. He 
was a walking sire at Ascot Charolais. Quantum leap is a 
moderate framed bull with good calving ease, softness 
and shape. He has sired an outstanding bull and heifer in 
the sale.

Rosedale Quantum (P)(R/F)



LOT 1

CHALLAMBI TORNADO (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T60E

dob: 
29/08/2022 

polled

 CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

A great Panama son to start the sale. 
A great long bodied bull with 
softness, that has always stood out 
since he was a calf. His dam is 
producing outstanding progeny and 
this lot is no different. Top 1% for all 
his growth traits and muscle. He will 
add growth to his progeny, just what 
we need a Charolais to do!

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P) 

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P) 

 CHALLAMBI ROSLYN P3 (AI) (P)

CML DISTINCTION 318A (P)

CHALLAMBI ROSLYN (AI) (P/S)



LOT 2

CHALLAMBI TACOMA (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T50E

dob: 
18/8/22

polled

 PALGROVE HANNIBAL (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

Here is a great opportunity! 
Homo Polled and red. Tacoma 
is a full brother to the $24000 
Challambi Rover. He is soft, 
thick and very easy doing. A 
carcase orientated bull that 
will produce progeny suitable 
for vealers to bullocks. A soft 
slick coated bull that is well 
worth a second look. Have a 
good look at his EBVs. 

SIRE

DAM

PCC SUDDEN IMPACT 848U (P)

PALGROVE DIGNA 84 (R/F)

 CHALLAMBI HIGHNESS M9 (AI) (ET) (P)

LT VENTURE 3198 (P)

ROSEDALE HIGHNESS G114E (P)



REFERENCE SIRES

CHALLAMBI TORONTO (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)
dob: 
22/08/22

polled

PALGROVE HANNIBAL (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

Here’s our pick of the sale! A bull 
that is very hard to fault, his 
EBVs are brilliant and his 
paddock performance has backed 
it up. He comes from a great cow 
family in the Showgirls and sired 
by Hannibal. The combination of 
Hannibal and Lt Venture has 
worked a treat. Toronto was the 
pick of the ET calves and has 
never looked back.
Semen is to be collected and 
retained for in-herd use.

SIRE

DAM

PCC SUDDEN IMPACT 848U (P) 

PALGROVE DIGNA 84 (R/F) 

 CHALLAMBI SHOWGIRL P25 (AI) (P)

LT VENTURE 3198 (P)

RANGAN PARK SHOWGIRL G22 (AI) (ET)

LOT 3

tattoo: 
CHA22T55E



REFERENCE SIRES

CHALLAMBI TERZO (AI) (ET) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T46E

dob: 
16/08/2022 

polled

 HRJ CROWD FAVOURITE 515C (P)

Terzo is a ‘keg on legs’. He would add shape to anything plain!  A great 
vealer bull. We purchased this lot and the next as embryos from Elite 

Charolais out of the Crathes Estella 32 cow who was the champion of 
champions at beef 2015. Sired by the AI sire for Palgrove HRJ Crowd 

favourite.
Semen is to be collected and retained for in-herd use.

SIRE

HRJ MISS PARIS 7S (P)

DAM

CRATHES ESTELLA 32 (AI) (P)

HIGH BLUFF HANK 41R MC297682 (P) 

CRATHES ESTELLA 3 (AI) (P)

LOT 4

SPARROWS KINGSTON 139Y (P)

DAM - Crathes Estella 32



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 5

CHALLAMBI TENNESSEE (AI) (ET) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T57E 

dob: 
22/08/2022 

polled

HRJ CROWD FAVOURITE 515C (P)
A full brother to the previous lot, Terzo. Homo polled with a bit more frame 

than his full brother.
A great vealer bull. We purchased this lot and the previous lot as embryos 

from Elite Charolais out of the Crathes Estella 32 cow who was the champion 
of champions at Beef 2015. Sired by the AI sire for Palgrove, HRJ Crowd 

favourite, he shows good early growth and muscle.

SIRE

DAM

SPARROWS KINGSTON 139Y (P)

HRJ MISS PARIS 7S (P)

CRATHES ESTELLA 32 (AI) (P)

HIGH BLUFF HANK 41R MC297682 (P)

CRATHES ESTELLA 3 (AI) (P)

DAM - Crathes Estella 32



CHALLAMBI TOMBO (AI) (P) (R/F) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T42E 

dob: 
12/08/2022 

polled

CHALLAMBI ROVER (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

Tombo is sired by our own sire in 
Challambi Rover and what a bull he 
is. He weighed the heaviest at 
weaning and has continued that 
run right through until this sale. 
He scanned the second highest IMF 
out of the sale bulls and third 
highest for muscle, a great 
combination for the high MSA 
grading cattle. If you’re producing 
grass finished cattle then Tombo is 
the bull for you!

SIRE

DAM

PALGROVE HANNIBAL (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

CHALLAMBI HIGHNESS M9 (AI) (ET) (P)

 CHALLAMBI ELSA M12 (AI) (ET) (P)

LEACHMAN WHITE GOLD P002X (P)

GLENLEA ELSA V14E (AI) (TW)

LOT 6



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 7

WARILLA DIAMONDBACK T26 (AI) (ET) (P) 
tattoo: 
JGW22T26E

dob: 
22/11/2022

polled

 PRO-CHAR DIAMONDBACK 113H (P) (R/F)

The first of our Pro-Cha Diamondback bulls and 
perhaps even the first to sell in Australia. 
A young bull, and his great paddock performance 
has allowed him to join the sale. A strong mix of 
genetics here with Diamondback, Pinay and 
Gauguin. He has heaps of growth and excellent 
carcase figures. 

SIRE

DAM

PRO-CHAR RONALDO 53E (P)

PRO-CHAR SALLY 8Y (P) (R/F)

ROMSTECK SHOWGIRL H14E (AI) (ET)

PINAY 8552394134 

RANGAN PARK SHOWGIRL F42 (AI) (ET) (P)



CHALLAMBI UMPTEEN (AI) (P)
tattoo: 
CHA23U17E 

dob: 
17/03/2023 

polled

SCX JEHU 233E (P)

The first SCX Jehu son to sell at Auction and he’s 
a ripper! This bull weaned at 434kgs and has 
continued to grow. He is very soft, thick and a 
great skin. A bull that we think would make an 
excellent sire. His dam, Showgirl N3 is a cow 
coming from the great cow Showgirl K12, this line 
never fails.

SIRE

DAM

SCR TRIUMPH 2135 (P)

SCX MISS MAGNUM 109X (P) 

CHALLAMBI SHOWGIRL N3 (R/F)

S: CHALLAMBI JUNIOR (AI) (p)

D: CHALLAMBI SHOWGIRL K12 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

LOT 8



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 9

CHALLAMBI UPWARD (AI) (P)
tattoo: 
CHA23U26E

dob:     
02/04/2023 

polled

SCX JEHU 233E (P) OACN7683E

The second Jehu son in the sale and he’s 
Homozygous polled! A very thick toped bull 
with a great hindquarter. He’s out of a first 
calf Panama daughter and she’s done a great 
job. Good consistent genetics in this bull going 
back to one of our first donors in V14. This bull 
will breed vealers through to bullocks

SIRE

DAM

SCR TRIUMPH 2135 (P)

SCX MISS MAGNUM 109X (P)

 CHALLAMBI ELSA S9 (P)

CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

CHALLAMBI ELSA L12 (AI) (ET) (P)



WARILLA NATIONAL T23 (AI) (P)
tattoo: 
JGW22T23E 

dob: 
02/08/2022 

polled

SILVERSTREAM NATIONAL N40 (P) 

The oldest bull in the sale and a son of 
Silverstream National. The National progeny 
are very consistent. Excellent length with 
smooth shoulders. A good all-round bull 
that will produce some excellent weaners 
with the ability to finish off grass.

SIRE

DAM

SILVERSTREAM JENSEN J19 (P) 

SILVERSTREAM OPIE G8 (P)

WARILLA MAGIC (P)

BOONGATTI E62 (AI) (P) 

PALGROVE FESTOON 122

LOT 10



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 11

CHALLAMBI TORIN (AI) (P) (R/F) (TW) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T68E 

dob: 
05/09/2022 

polled

CHARNELLE LOUIS (AI) (ET) (P)
Here’s a great opportunity! The only son of Charnelle Louis out of 
the great cow K12. This bull started from a low birthweight and has 
come up to a standout in the mob. His dam K12 has produced a 
great calf every time and this one is no different. The mix of Louis, 
Red Smoke and Performer has really worked. Have a look at the 
carcase data and BW on this bull. Well worth a good strong look.

SIRE

DAM

GALLWAY - RS (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

CHALLAMBI SHOWGIRL K12 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

TR RED SMOKE M723761 (P) (R/F)

RANGAN PARK SHOWGIRL G22 (AI) (ET)

DAM



CHALLAMBI TERO (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T45E

dob: 
16/08/2022 

polled

RANGAN PARK REDEMPTION E42 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

We purchased this bull as an embryo. A son of 
the great Rangan Park Redemption E42 out of 
the Friesia Z22 cow. A performance orientated 
bull with good finishing abilities. Top 5% for 
400 and 600 day growth.

SIRE

DAM

HARVIE REDEMPTION 36P MC286641 (P) (R/F) 

RANGAN PARK SHOWGIRL C7 (AI) (ET)

VALLEY VIEW FRIESIA Z22 (AI) (ET) (P)

LT RIO BRAVO 3181 P M665507 (P)

ADVANCE FRIESIA Z56 (P) (R/F)

LOT 12



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 13

CHALLAMBI TEXAS (AI) (P) (R/F)
tattoo: 
CHA22T54E

dob: 
20/08/2022 

polled

PRO-CHAR DIAMONDBACK 113H (P) (R/F)

A very interesting bull here! He’s homozygous, 
polled and the darkest red bull we have ever bred. 
With a very short gestation and low BW this bull 
is suitable for heifers. He has the ability to breed a 
high percentage of black calves from black cows 
with calving ease, short gestation and above 
breed average growth, what more could you 
want! 

SIRE

DAM

PRO-CHAR RONALDO 53E (P) 

PRO-CHAR SALLY 8Y (P) (R/F)

CHALLAMBI REBBY P11 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

LT RIO BRAVO 3181 P

GOBONGO REBBY D213E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)



CHALLAMBI TOWONG (AI) (P) (R/F) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T61E 

dob: 
30/08/2022 

polled

GLENLEA JUST RED (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

Another dark red bull, also homozygous 
polled!. This bull is from K11, the red smoke 
Showgirls are outstanding cows that breed 
on. Why not put this lot and the pervious 
lot together and breed a run of black or 
dark red calves.

SIRE

DAM

RANGAN PARK REDEMPTION E42 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

GLENLEA JANET U6E R/F (P) (TW)

CHALLAMBI SHOWGIRL K11 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

TR RED SMOKE M723761 (P) (R/F) 

RANGAN PARK SHOWGIRL G22 (AI) (ET)

LOT 14



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 15

CHALLAMBI TAHAR (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T72E

dob:    
12/09/2022 

polled

CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

A Panama son that catches your eye. A bull 
with good structure and muscle pattern. He 
goes back to our foundation donor in V14 and 
is sired by Charnelle Panama. He will leave 
some great vealers or grass finishing progeny 
for domestic markets.

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

GLENLEA ELSA 62ND (P/S) (R/F)

BRANCH VIEW FORDGED FROM STEEL (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

GLENLEA ELSA V14E (AI) (TW)



CHALLAMBI TATTOO (AI) (P)
tattoo:    
CHA22T35E 

dob: 
09/08/2022 

polled

LT AUTHORITY 7229 PLD (P)

A heifer bull with an interesting pedigree. Tattoo 
scanned the highest fat and IMF out of all the 
sale bulls, and with his low BW, we have a great 
bull. His dam has produced a outstanding calf 
every year and the joining with Lt Authority has 
really clicked. A very deep, thick and soft bull 
that is well worth a solid inspection

SIRE

DAM

LHD CHOTEAU B1699 (P)

LT KATY 4273 PLD (P)

 CHALLAMBI APPLE PIE L16 (AI) (ET)

TRINITY FARM ROSENDO

ASHWOOD PARK APPLE PIE (AI) (P) 

LOT 16



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 17

CHALLAMBI TAHMID (P)
tattoo: 
CHA22T73E 

dob:    
22/09/2022 

polled

CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

Although one of the younger bulls in the 
sale, he’s not to be overlooked. Great feet 
and legs going back to some great 
genetics in LT Venture, Winns Man Lanza 
and Lt Easy blend. The Panama sons are 
very even with great growth.

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

 CHALLAMBI SPICE Q3 (AI) (P)

LT VENTURE 3198 (P)

CHALLAMBI SPICE M5 (AI) (P)



CHALLAMBI TYSON (AI) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T39E 

dob:   
10/08/2022

polled

PINE PARK D213 BRAVO K148 (P)

Tyson is a strong contender for the top of the 
line of our sale bulls. 
An outcross Homo polled bull with some great 
figures. The shape and muscle in this bull 
catches the eye. The Pine Park D213 Bravo K148 
bull is doing a great job and we have used the 
bull again. We are excited to hear the feedback 
on his progeny in years to come. 

SIRE

DAM

PARINGA RIO BRAVO D213E (AI) (P)

PINE PARK NOLLETTE Y34 (P)

CHALLAMBI ELSA R20 (AI) (P)

CHARNELLE LOUIS (AI) (ET) (P)

GLENLEA ELSA 62ND (P/S) (R/F)

LOT 18



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 19

CHALLAMBI TUBI (AI) (P)
tattoo: 
CHA22T34E

dob:  
08/08/2022

polled

ROSEDALE QUANTUM LEAP (P) (R/F)

The only son of Rosedale Quantum Leap, a 
sire that has bred very well for Ascot 
Charolais. This bull comes from the Estella 
cow family, his dam an LT Wyoming Wind 
daughter. A very quiet homozygous polled 
bull, the Quantum Leap bull has added 
extra yield and muscle.

SIRE

DAM

ROSEDALE MAVERICK (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

ROSEDALE AMOUR H228 (P)

CHALLAMBI ESTELLA P19 (AI) (ET) (P)

LT WYOMING WIND 4020 PLD (P)

VALLEY VIEW ESTELLA 214 (AI) (ET) (P)



CHALLAMBI TENNANT (P)
tattoo: 
CHA22T62E 

dob: 
31/08/2022 

polled

CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

A big growthy homozygous polled son of 
Charnelle Panama. The Panama sons all 
have great temperament with Tennant 
having a bit more frame and easy finishing 
ability.His dam we purchased as an embryo 
at the Ashwood park dispersal and she is 
breeding very well. 

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

CHALLAMBI DAISY KYLA M18 (AI) (ET) (P)

SVY FREEDOM PLD (P)

ASHWOOD PARK DAISY KYLA (AI) (ET) (P) 

LOT 20



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 21

CHALLAMBI TEDDY (P) 
tattoo:   
CHA22T66E 

dob: 
03/09/2022 

polled

 CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

A Panama son out of a very good Palgrove 
Hallmark dam. A bull with a slick coat, 
great structure and smooth muscle. His 
granddam, one of our foundation cows in 
V14, left a heap of daughters that will have 
a lasting impact on our herd.

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

CHALLAMBI ELSA M11 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

PALGROVE HALLMARK (AI) (P) (R/F)

GLENLEA ELSA V14E (AI) (TW)



CHALLAMBI TAN (P) (R/F) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T71E 

dob: 
12/09/2022 

polled

 CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

A bigger framed bull who will get better 
with age. This bull is out of N10 who is 
leaving great progeny, such as her daughter 
who we sold for $8000 to Charnelle 
Charolais where she has become a donor. 
This bull will produce some powerful grass 
finished progeny. 

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P) 

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

CHALLAMBI ESTELLA N10 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

HARVIE REDEMPTION 36P MC286641 (P) (R/F) 

PALGROVE ESTELLA 214 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) (TW)

LOT 22



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 23

CHALLAMBI TALON (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T76E

dob:   
08/10/2022

polled

CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

A soft Panama son that carries some 
excellent genetics in Lt Rio Bravo and Mac 
2244. This bull is right at the top of the 
breed for growth, having all his EBVs 
sitting in the top 5%.

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

 GLENLEA CAAROL 98TH (P)

RANGAN PARK RIO BRAVO D15 (AI) (ET) (P)

GLENLEA CAAROL W8E (AI)



CHALLAMBI TYLER (AI) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T28E 

dob: 
03/08/2022 

polled

 TURNBULLS DUTY-FREE 358D (P)

Lucky Last, someone has to be! A Calving ease 
specialist with very short gestation and low BW. A 
soft early maturing bull sired by the Canadian sire 
in Turnbulls Duty free. Positive for all his EMA and 
fats. His calves should be born small and easy to 
finish. 

SIRE

DAM

PLEASANT DAWN MVP 316Y (P)

CTP MISS GOOGLE 358Z (P) 

CHALLAMBI NOLANA Q30 (AI) (P)

SILVERSTREAM GEDDES G102 (P)

CHALLAMBI NOLANA K19 (AI) (P) (R/F)

LOT 24



Charolais
FEMALES

A  R A R E  O P P O R T U N I T Y



1993

WR FOREMAN D602 (P)

Royalty is an excellent joining for the heifers in this sale. He is a 
breed leader for all his

calving ease traits. A bull that will breed outstanding calves, 
ones that will make herd

replacing females and bulls. Royalty has the carcase traits that 
Challambi are looking for in

our cattle, in the top 10 % for fat. 100% of the heifers are 
polled and the joining with Royalty will produce all polled 

calves and a high percentage of homozygous polled..

SIRE

DAM

WR WRANGLER W601 (P)

WR DUCHESS B612 (P) 

 PARINGA KILO PACKER P334 (AI) (P)

PARINGA KILO PACKER K330 (AI) (P) 

PARINGA HARVEY M362 (P)

JOINING SIRE

Belbourie Park Royalty

Please note; Challambi Charolais do not own Belbourie Park Royalty, semen purchased through World Wide Sires



PRARIE ROSE
Tri-N Prarie Rose 74H 
SIRE: TRI-N-PAYDAY 419P (P) 
DAM: TRI-N-PRAIRIE ROSE 401P (P) 

The highest priced joined female 
to sell at TRI-N Charolais 
Canada for $30,000.
 
She has since calved and we 
commenced flushing her in 
2022. She has been
flushed to some outstanding 
sires in TRI-N Captain Morgan, 
SCX Jehu and
Hemingford Next Direction. 

 Pairie Rose 74H comes from the 
highest milking EPD cow family 
in Canadian recorded history.

 We have calves on the ground 
by Captain Morgan & Jehu with 
more calves due this spring this 
year. 

 74H is strong red and 
homozygous polled, all her 
progeny will be polled.



The making of excellence!



CHIFFON
Valley View Chiffon Silver J6 (AI)(P)
SIRE: Montana Silver (P)
DAM:Fernvale Chiffon

Mons! She’s a great cow! A cow that is structurally correct, very quiet and 
breeds
to nearly any bull. She has produced stud sires working in Tysubi, Allednaw, 
Mountview and we have retained one here at Challambi. 

 We have kept a daughter for her that has also joined the donors in CHAQ28.
 
She has been flushed to Cigar, MAC2244, Manhatten, Blackjack and 
Diamondback. 

ET daughter by WCR SIRE MAC 2244 sells as lot 25 - She should be staying in the 
paddock!!



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 25

CHALLAMBI CHIFFON T51 (AI) (ET) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T51E

dob: 
18/08/2022

polled

WCR SIR FA MAC 2244 M234430 (P)

Chiffon T51 is an opportunity not to be missed! A daughter of Valley View Chiffon 
Silver J6 and sired by the great cow maker Mac 2244. This heifer is as soft as butter, 

thick and maintains femininity. Joined AI Belbourie Park Royalty (PP) 24/10/2023 
then paddocked with Challambi Tripp (PP) 01/11/2023. A structurally correct heifer, 
with slick coat and great genetics, that we think will make a donor in her future 

years. Check out her figures and watch her video. 

SIRE

DAM

WCR SIR FAB MAC 809 (P)

WCR MISS CENTURY 920 TWN (P)

 VALLEY VIEW CHIFFON SILVER (AI) (P)

S$ MONTANA SILVER M454024 (P)

FERNVALE CHIFFON (AI) (ET)

Q28 - Maternal half sister to T51, by Harvie Redemption



ISABELLA
GOBONGO ISABELLA D86E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F) 

This cow was the 2nd highest priced cow in the red factor dispersal of Gobongo 
Charolais.

D86 has played a pivotal role in our foundations, producing quality females 
that just keep breeding on each generation. Every female out of D86 was retained.

She was flushed to Ascot Galaxy, CML Distinction and Thin Red Line, these 
resulting females breed on in our herd today, with resulting bulls producing 
high end quality vealers for our commercial clients.  

Two D86 granddaughters sell at lots 26 & 27

SIRE: Harvie Redemption (P)(R/F)
DAM: Gobongo Isabella



CHALLAMBI ISABELLA T38 (AI) (P) (R/F) 
tattoo:   
CHA22T38E

dob: 
10/08/2022 

polled

ROSEDALE QUANTUM LEAP (P) (R/F)

Isabella T38 is a granddaughter of Gobongo 
Isabella D86. We managed to get a few straws 
of Rosedale Quantum Leap and he’s done a 
great job. Her dam Izzy K15 had a heap of milk 
and left outstanding progeny. Joined AI Lt 
Authority (PP)18/11/2023 then paddocked with 
Charnelle Panama (PP) 25/11/2023. A Homo 
polled red factor heifer that will make a great 
addition to any stud herd.

SIRE

DAM

ROSEDALE MAVERICK (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

ROSEDALE AMOUR H228 (P)

CHALLAMBI IZZY K15 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

G. BROS THIN RED LINE 527W (P) (R/F)

GOBONGO ISABELLA D86E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

LOT 26



REFERENCE SIRES

CHALLAMBI ISABELLA T74 (P) (R/F) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T74E

dob: 
23/09/2022

polled

CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

Isabella T74 is a granddaughter of Gobongo 
Isabella D86. She is sired by Charnelle Panama 
and her dam is a red factor Distinction 
daughter. Joined AI with Belbourie Park 
Royalty (PP) 24/10/2023 and then paddocked 
with Challambi Tripp (PP) 01/11/2023. With a 
great udder and abundant milk, this heifer 
will make a great cow. 

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

CHALLAMBI ISABELLA Q38 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

CML DISTINCTION 318A (P) 

GOBONGO ISABELLA D86E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

LOT 27



HIGHNESS
Challambi Highness M9 (AI)(ET)(P)

WOW! We love this cow. Purchased as an embryo from Rosedale she has
produced our top selling bull to date selling for $24,000. Everyone that 
looks at this cow admires her overall thickness and structure. We have 
flushed her to Rangan E42 and Palgrove Hannibal.

Granddaughter sells at lot 28

SIRE: LT Venture
DAM: Rosedale Highness G114E



CHALLAMBI HIGHNESS T31 (AI) (P) 
tattoo:  
CHA22T31E 

dob:  
06/08/2022 

polled

 PINE PARK D213 BRAVO K148 (P)

Highness is a granddaughter of Challambi 
Highness M9. A great pedigree in this heifer with 
her sire being the Pine Park D213 Bravo K148 bull 
and her dam a Silverstream Landis daughter. 
Joined AI with Belbourie Park Royalty (PP) 
12/11/2023 and then paddocked with Challambi 
Tripp (PP) 17/11/2023.  She is a heifer we think 
highly of and a great opportunity for the 
astute purchaser! 

SIRE

DAM

PARINGA RIO BRAVO D213E (AI) (P)

PINE PARK NOLLETTE Y34 (P)

 CHALLAMBI HIGHNESS R7 (AI) (P)

SILVERSTREAM LANDIS L179 (P) 

CHALLAMBI HIGHNESS M9 (AI) (ET) (P) 

LOT 28 REFERENCE SIRESLOT 28



SPICE
Palgrove Spice V73 

We purchased a flush in Palgrove spice 73 in 2009 and flushed her 
to LT Easy blend. This cow family has grown and produced some 

outstanding sires with from the most noted Challambi Leopold (PP) 
to Allednaw Charolais. We like what these dams have to offer and 

value them within the herd.

Graddaughter of Palgrove Spice V73 sells as lot 29. 

SIRE: Palgrove Quintero (AI)(ET)
DAM: Riverglen 495D



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 29

CHALLAMBI SPICE T48 (AI) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T48E 

dob: 
17/08/2022

polled

LT AUTHORITY 7229 PLD (P) 

Spice Is a Granddaughter of Palgrove Spice. This heifer is out of the same cow that 
Challambi Leopold is out of and was sired by Lt Authority. Joined AI with Belbourie 

Park Royalty (PP) 24/10/2023 and then paddocked with Challambi Tripp (PP) 
01/11/2023. A slightly bigger framed heifer, she will be an asset to any stud or 

commercial operation.

SIRE

DAM

LHD CHOTEAU B1699 (P)

LT KATY 4273 PLD (P)

 CHALLAMBI SPICE H16 (AI) (ET) (P)

LT EASY BLEND 5125 PLD (P) 

PALGROVE SPICE PKV73E (H)

Challambi Leopold (117 registered progeny) maternal half brother to T48!



ELSA
Glenlea Elsa V14 (AI)(TW)
SIRE: IMPAIR
DAM: Glenlea Elsa S1 (R/F)(P)

A foundation cow family starting with Glenlea Elsa V14. V14 was sired by 
Impair and became a great donor for us. She was flushed to Lt Ledger, LT 

Easy Blend, Leachman White, Gold and Palgrove Hallmark. This cow has left 
outstanding daughters to all the above sires and they’re still in the herd 

today producing outstanding commercially focused bulls.
Embryos are still in the tank for use some time in the future.



CHALLAMBI ELSA T27 (AI) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T27E 

dob: 
03/08/2022

polled

 TURNBULLS DUTY-FREE 358D (P)

Elsa T27 is a moderate framed thick heifer 
that maintains softness and great growth 
figures. We unfortunately lost her dam last 
year and this is her only daughter. Joined AI 
with Belbourie Park Royalty (PP) 12/11/2023 
and then paddocked with Challambi Tripp 
(PP) 17/11/2023. 

SIRE

DAM

PLEASANT DAWN MVP 316Y (P)

CTP MISS GOOGLE 358Z (P) 

CHALLAMBI ELSA Q47 (AI) (P)

WINCHESTER MAXIMUS M20E (AI) (P)

CHALLAMBI ELSA M2 (AI) (P)

LOT 30 REFERENCE SIRESLOT 30



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 31

CHALLAMBI ELSA T70 (P)
tattoo: 
CHA22T70E 

dob:   
09/09/2022

polled

CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

A really deep barrelled heifer that has got 
that ‘look at me’ presence, she is a 
Charnelle Panama daughter out of an 
Ascot Goldrush cow. Joined AI with 
Belbourie Park Royalty (PP) 24/10/2023 and 
then paddocked with Challambi Tripp (PP) 
01/11/2023. Good performance and softness 
in this heifer going back to our great old 
donor in Glenlea Elsa V14.

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

CHALLAMBI ELSA M2 (AI) (P)

ASCOT GOLDRUSH G136E (AI) (ET) (P)

GLENLEA ELSA 62ND (P/S) (R/F)



This cow needs no introduction winning Grand champion at Sydney royal, Beef 
2015 and Ekka as well as interbreed female at Beef 2015. We purchased 4 embryos 
from Elite Charolais which resulted in 4 pregnancies. Three lots in the sale are 

out of her, and all sired by HRJ Crowd Favourite are worth a good look!

Our only ET daughter of Crathes Estella sells at lot 32! Full ET Brothers sell at 
lots 4 & 5!

ESTELLA
Crathes Estella 32
SIRE: High Bluff Hank 41R (P)
DAM: Crathes Estella 3 (AI)(P)



CHALLAMBI ESTELLA T58 (AI) (ET) (P)
tattoo: 
CHA22T58E 

dob: 
 23/08/2022 

polled

HRJ CROWD FAVOURITE 515C (P)

Estella T58 is a direct daughter of Crathes Estella 32, the 
Beef 2015 Supreme exhibit. An embryo purchased from Elite 
Charolais, we also have two brothers at lot 4 and 5 in this 
sale. Her sire is an AI sire at Palgrove, HRJ Crowd favourite. 
She was joined with Belbourie Park Royalty (PP) 12/11/2023 
and then paddocked with Challambi Tripp (PP) 17/11/2023.
We’d love to keep this outstanding heifer, but true to our 
word that we are offering the whole PTIC drop, we’re 
leaving her in.

SIRE

DAM

SPARROWS KINGSTON 139Y (P)

HRJ MISS PARIS 7S (P)

CRATHES ESTELLA 32 (AI) (P)

S: CHALLAMBI JUNIOR (AI) (p)

CRATHES ESTELLA 3 (AI) (P)

LOT 32 REFERENCE SIRESLOT 32



CAAROL
Glenlea Caarol W8 (AI)

The Caarol family offer high maternal traits including milk and calving 
ease. They are reliable and steadfast, and calve every year mostly holding 
to AI. They do an exceptional job on their calves and are an easy addition 

to every herd, a commercial breeder’s dream.

W8 is found in the pedigrees of both lot 33 & lot 34.

SIRE: WCR SIR FA MAC 2244(P)
DAM: Glenlea Caarol N48 (P)



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 33

CHALLAMBI CAAROL T29E (AI) (P) (R/F) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T29E

dob:   
03/08/2022

polled

 PRO-CHAR DIAMONDBACK 113H (P) (R/F)

A Homo polled dark red Pro-Cha 
Diamondback heifer. This heifer is very dark 
and will breed mostly red calves. Joined AI 
Belbourie Park Royalty (PP) 12/11/2023 and 
then paddocked with Challambi Tripp (PP) 
17/11/2023. The heaviest weaner in her 
contemporary group, she continues to 
perform. A great asset if you’re wanting to 
breed red bulls!

SIRE

DAM

PRO-CHAR RONALDO 53E (P)

PRO-CHAR SALLY 8Y (P) (R/F) 

CHALLAMBI CAAROL N21 (P) (R/F) 

GLENLEA JIMMY (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

GLENLEA CAAROL 98TH (P)



CHALLAMBI CAAROL T44 (AI) (P)
tattoo: 
CHA22T44E 

dob: 
15/08/2022 

polled

SILVERSTREAM FRAMPTON F17

A Silverstream Frampton daughter that is out 
of a Doc Silver cow. This cross has worked very 
well to produce a heifer with a moderate BW 
and above breed average growth. Paddocked 
with Challambi Tripp (PP) 15/11/2023. We joined 
the cow the same way the next year and scored 
another heifer. We will be keeping the second 
one!

SIRE

DAM

SILVERSTREAM COLUMBUS C174

SILVERSTREAM CHANDLER V182

CHALLAMBI CAAROL Q27 (AI) (P) (R/F)

S: CHALLAMBI JUNIOR (AI) (p)

CHALLAMBI CAAROL N21 (P) (R/F)

LOT 34 REFERENCE SIRESLOT 34



NOLANA

SIRE: ICARE
DAM: Glenlea Nolana Wise (R/F)

Glenlea Nolana 29th (AI)(ET)

Performance is the backbone of this cow family. These are powerful cows 
with a big French background that increase yield and EMA. Joined to 
soft early maturing bulls, they produce market focused bulls that are 

strong performers for the commercial breeder.



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 35

CHALLAMBI NOLANA T30 (AI) (P) (R/F) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T30E 

dob: 
04/08/2022

polled

LT AUTHORITY 7229 PLD (P)

Nolana T30 is a homo polled red factor heifer with 
great genetics including Lt Authority, Palgrove 
Hallmark and Lt Bluegrass. The Nolana females are 
powerful cows and then the joining of Lt Authority has 
made her an industry focused heifer. Joined AI Belbourie 
Park Royalty (PP) 24/10/2023 then paddocked with 
Challambi Tripp (PP) 01/11/2023. Check out her carcase 
data top 1% for rib and rump fat.

SIRE

DAM

LHD CHOTEAU B1699 (P)

LT KATY 4273 PLD (P)

CHALLAMBI NOLANA R53 (AI) (P) (R/F)

PALGROVE HALLMARK (AI) (P) (R/F) 

CHALLAMBI NOLANA H13 (AI) (ET) (P)



CHALLAMBI NOLANA T65 (AI) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T65E 

dob: 
03/09/2022 

polled

 TURNBULLS DUTY-FREE 358D (P)

Nolana T65 is a homo polled daughter of Turnbulls 
Duty free. A really soft and quite heifer that should 
grow into an outstanding cow. Joined AI Lt 
Authority (PP)16/11/2023 then paddocked with 
Challambi Tripp (PP) 25/11/2023. Her EBVs are 
outstanding - Top 2% Gestation length, 200-and 
400-day growth, top 10% 600-day growth and 
Rib and Rump fat. A heifer that you will really like!

SIRE

DAM

PLEASANT DAWN MVP 316Y (P)

CTP MISS GOOGLE 358Z (P)

CHALLAMBI NOLANA K17 (AI) (P)

EATONS ROYAL DYNASTY 6164 (P) 

CHALLAMBI NOLANA H13 (AI) (ET) (P)

LOT 36



REBBY

SIRE: Harvie Jager 65J (P)
DAM: Gobongo Rebby W100

Gobongo Rebby D213 (AI)(ET)(P)(R/F)

A relatively new cow family that started from the Gobongo Rebby D213 cow, 
this line is a great example of the result of our investment in genetics and 

breeding program with two heifers produced through two embryos with LT 
Rio Bravo. They are great cows with abundant milk. They carry the red 
factor and great carcase traits along with low birthweight. Given the 

quality of the cows we are seeing, this is a family will continue to work with 
into the future. This will be the first opportunity to gain a heifer for your 

herd.

D213 graddaughter sells as lot 37



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 37

CHALLAMBI REBBY T69 (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T69E 

dob: 
05/09/2022

polled

 CHARNELLE PANAMA (AI) (P) (TW)

Rebby T69 is out of a great cow we purchased as 
an embryo from the Valley View stud. Her dam 
is a red factor cow that is breeding very well. 
Joined AI Belbourie Park Royalty (PP) 
24/10/2023 then paddocked with Challambi 
Tripp (PP) 01/11/2023. Great genetics in T69 with 
Charnelle Panama, Lt Rio Bravo and Harvie 
Jager. 

SIRE

DAM

ELDER'S BLACKJACK 788B (P)

CHARNELLE ELLE (AI) (ET) (P)

CHALLAMBI REBBY P12 (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)

LT RIO BRAVO 3181 P M665507 (P)

GOBONGO REBBY D213E (AI) (ET) (P) (R/F)



ROSLYN

SIRE: Rangan Park Redemption E42 (AI)(ET)(P)(R/F)
DAM: Rosedale Roslyn F171 (P)

Challambi Roslyn J3 (AI)(p/s)

The Roslyn cow family offer outstanding fertility capabilities. The original 
Roslyn had 11 calves and held to AI every year. Her daughters and 

granddaughters offer the same fertility expectations. The udders and milk 
are exceptional, and with their sustained performance they will breed year 
after year - the profit drivers in any commercial beef breeding operation.

J3 is a maternal half sister to lot 38 & Q31 the dam of lot 39.



CHALLAMBI ROSLYN T24 (AI) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T24E 

dob:   
02/08/2022

polled

 PRO-CHAR DIAMONDBACK 113H (P) (R/F)

Roslyn T24 is out of Rosedale Roslyn F171. F171 
had 11 calves and held to AI every year. Joined 
AI Belbourie Park Royalty (PP) 16/11/2023 then 
paddocked with Challambi Tripp (PP) 
25/11/2023. A moderate framed thick early 
maturing heifer, she is daughter of Pro-Cha 
Diamondback. This heifer has fertility built in!

SIRE

DAM

PRO-CHAR RONALDO 53E (P)

PRO-CHAR SALLY 8Y (P)

ROSEDALE ROSLYN F171 (P) 

ASHWOOD PARK BACARDI (AI) (ET) (P) 

ROSEDALE ROSLYN A180 (P/S)

LOT 38 REFERENCE SIRESLOT 38



REFERENCE SIRESLOT 39

CHALLAMBI ROSLYN T25 (AI) (P) 
tattoo: 
CHA22T25E

dob: 
02/08/2022 

polled

PRO-CHAR DIAMONDBACK 113H (P) (R/F)

Roslyn T25 a Pro-cha diamondback 
daughter. Her dam is sired by Cedardale 
Zeal and out of the dam of lot 38. 
Paddocked with Challambi Tripp (PP) 
15/11/2023. Good udders and type. Fertility 
in the family is outstanding!

SIRE

DAM

PRO-CHAR RONALDO 53E (P) 

PRO-CHAR SALLY 8Y (P) (R/F)

CHALLAMBI ROSLYN Q31 (AI) (P)

CEDARDALE ZEAL 125Z (P)

ROSEDALE ROSLYN F171 (P)





Thankyou for your Support!


